Abstract-In this paper we present an information fusion based distributed anomaly detection system for Android mobile phones. The proposed framework realizes a clientserver architecture, the client continuously extracts various features and transfers to the server, and the server's major task is to detect anomaly using state-of-art detection algorithms implemented as anomaly detectors. Multiple distributed servers simultaneously analyzing the feature vector using different detectors and information fusion is used to fuse the results of detectors. We also propose a cycle-based statistical approach for smartphone anomaly detection as the smartphone users usual follow regular patterns due to their periodical patterns of lives. Empirical results suggest that the proposed framework and novel anomaly detection algorithm are effective in detecting malware on Android devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smartphones are a new type of communication device that combines the functionality of a traditional mobile phone (i.e. voice and messaging) with that of a handheld computing device such as PDA. Unlike traditional mobile phones, smartphones are data-centric and capable of running third-party software applications. The convenience of an "all-in-one" device makes the smartphones very attractive to a wide range of users.
Unfortunately, smartphone's increasing popularity and its capability to run third-party software have also attracted the attention of virus writers [1] [2] [3] . Malwares can make the smartphone partially or fully unusable; cause unwanted billing; steal private information and so on. If we have the ability to detect the attack once it comes, we can stop it from doing any damage to the system or any data. Here is where the intrusion detection system comes in. There are mainly two types of intrusion detection: signature-based and anomaly-based. Signaturebased approaches can detect known malwares and they are similar to the anti-virus software on desktop system. However, the signature-based approaches can only detect existing malwares, and require frequent signature updates to keep the signature database up-to-date. So, researchers take more efforts to develop anomaly-based approaches which can detect unknown malwares.
In this research we present a distributed Anomaly Detection System based of result fusion for Android smartphones, called ADSA. Due to the limited computing and storage resources of smartphone, the ADSA adopts a client-server model. The client continuously monitors the smartphones, extracts feature vectors, and then transfers the vectors to the server, in which complex detection algorithms are implemented as anomaly detectors to detect malware. The detecting is running simultaneously in multiple distributed servers, and the information fusion method is adopted to fuse results of various classification algorithms.
We also propose a novel Cycle-Based Statistical (CBS) approach for smartphone anomaly detection. We leverage the fact that users always use their samrtphones following regular patterns because of their periodical patterns of lives. For instance, person A gets up every day at 7 am and goes to his office taking the bus, when he is on the bus he always uses smartphone to read news online. The key idea of our algorithm is to apply the time periodicity of smartphone users into the statistical method as an important parameter. With our algorithm, not only ordinary anomaly but the behavior breach the time periodicity could be detected, however general statistical approaches or other methods are difficult to do this.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of related work in the area of smartphone anomaly detection and information fusion. Section 3 describes the framework of ADSA. Section 4 depicts our cycle-based statistical approach. In Section 5 and 6 the results of experiments and improvement methods are presented while Section 7 discusses the advantages of our method and outlines directions for further works.
II. RELATED WORKS
There has been considerable amount of research about anomaly detection in computing system and network traffic [4, 5] . These include statistical-based approaches [6] [7] [8] , data-mining based methods [9] , and machine learning based techniques [10, 11] . A wide set of anomaly detection approaches on smartphones are imported from above techniques.
Statistical-based approaches were first used in anomaly detection of smartphone. Cheng et al. [12] propose a collaborative virus detection and alert system for smartphones. Smartphones run a light-weight agent; collect and report information to the proxy. The proxy detects virus through statistical approach, it keep track of the average number of communications U threshold using a moving average window, when the user's daily usage U today exceeds U threshold Abhijit et al. [14] propose a novel behavior based detection framework for smartphones. They claim that the ordering of an application over time often reveals its malicious intent based on observations. The behavior signatures are constructed at run-time by monitoring the events and API calls via Proxy DLL. They use Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to train a classifier from normal and malicious data. The evaluation results show that the scheme can identify current mobile malwares with more than 96% accuracy. A distributed SVM algorithm is presented in [15] , with the distributed scheme, the participating clients perform their computation in parallel and update the SVs simultaneously, so the overhead of machine learning algorithm is efficiently decreased.
, an alert would be triggered. Buennemeyer et al. [13] present a scheme that monitors abnormal changes of smartphones using smart batteries.
Schmidt et al. [16] present programs that monitor samrtphones running Symbian and Windows Mobile OS. They demonstrate that only a few features are needed to achieve acceptable detection performance. Machine learning methods, like Artificial Immune System (AIS) and Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), are applied to detection abnormal behavior on remote server, and they proposed an algorithm called linear prediction to detect change by checking four predecessors of a chosen feature. In [17] , they present a novel approach to detect malware, where function calls are extracted from binaries as features, and a light-weight algorithm called centroid machine is applied. The centroid machine classifies an executable via clustering, each cluster is defined by a centroid, a binary is classified as malicious if it is closer to malicious cluster. The distance metric is Euclidean Distance.
Game theory has been introduced into the anomaly detection area of mobile phone. Yang et al. [18] present the Nash equilibrium and the Nash equilibrium leads to a defense strategy for the security server.
Samarati et al. [19] present a novel probabilistic diffusion scheme for anomaly detection based on mobile device usage patterns. They model the normal behavior and their features as a bipartite graph, which constitute the basis for the stochastic diffusion process. In the stochastic diffusion algorithm, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to measure the distance between the distributions.
Shabtai et al. [20] propose a lightweight Malware Detection System for Android smartphone, and they developed four malicious applications for experiment. Several usual classification algorithms and feature selection algorithms are evaluated to find the combination that yields the best performance in there detection system.
We can see from the above that more and more complex anomaly detection methods were applied into smartphone malware detection, but few literatures have fully consider the characteristics of smartphones, such as the cyclical nature of the smartphone user.
III. THE ADSA FRAMEWORK
The top view of ADSA framework is illustrated as Fig.1 . The clients connect to the communication server via GPRS 3G and WIFI, multiple distributed detection servers could simultaneously detect anomaly. Fig.2 presents the components composition of ADSA client and server.
A. Monitoring Client
The Monitoring Client's main function is to extract features which can reflect abnormal. Feature Extractor: This is the main module of the client. All the features are extracted through APIs provided by the Android Application Framework or information read from the Linux kernel. The collected features are clustered into three primary categories: Linux Kernel Level features (CPU, RAM etc.), Application Level features (Messages, Calling etc.) and User Behavior Level features. The User Behavior Level features are those features which can reflect the user behavior, such as the screen on/off, the key pressed frequency etc. The feature extracting frequency is controlled by a timer whose value can be changed by user with the default value 30s. A total of 29 features were collected during every extracting (see Table 7 in Appendix A), and the Vector data structure was used to store features. As the data size of each transmission is very small (less than 200bytes), compression mechanisms can't bring effective promotion, and instead the compression process would occupy the computing resource and consume power. GUI: Graphical User Interface of client, this module provides the user with the means to configure client parameters, such as value of extractor timer, server IP address etc.
B. Anomaly Detection Server
The Anomaly Detection Server's major task is classifying the feature vector as normal or abnormal. The components of the server include:
Database: MySQL is used to store massive feature vectors with classValue (normal or anomaly). Database interfaces are provides for various operations. In addition to a total_table includes all vector information, each Detector corresponds to a detector_table, and the primary key is extract_time and phone_tag. All newly received feature vectors were stored in total_table. For each feature vector, it was assigned to the corresponding detection server according to the phone_tag and processing history. If the client was newly registered, the vector was assigned to the lowest load server.
Detecting Module: This is the major module of the detection server, and complex detecting algorithms are implemented here. GUI: The server's GUI could initiate database, and visualize current running Detectors and connected clients etc.
IV. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

A. CBS Aapproach
Smartphone users usually follow periodical (daily and weekly) patterns as described in [21] , and correspondingly the network traffic and other features of smartphone are periodical too, this can be proved by [6] that the 3G mobile traffic is seasonal. This is the basis of our CBS approach, and the detailed description of the approach is as follows.
Let denote a generic feature vector, where the index denotes the -th smartphone user, the symbol indicates the size of the time quantum (in minutes), and is the time index. Therefore logs the value of every feature for user in the -th time quantum of length . The choice of defines the timescale of the data aggregation, which in turns defines the timescale of the observable anomaly events. In fact, different features have different sensitivity to anomaly events, so the timescale of each feature may be different. Starting from a minimum time quantum (we use =0.5 minute) it is possible to calculate cumulants for larger timescale like 5-min, 10-min, 30-min, 1-hour. We collect feature vector every 0.5 minute, and the features are calculated from different period of time (0.5-min, 5-min and so on) before the moment, so we omit the parameter . We compare feature vectors of the same user, and similar vectors of other users are not considered, so we use denote the set of feature vectors of the certain user before moment .
Given two vectors, of the same user, taken at different times and , denotes the degree of "similarity" between the two vectors. The choice of the distance metric is discussed later. As anomaly means any statistically relevant deviation from what has been observed in the past, we compare with selected past vectors from the current observation window. We define the observation window of as: (1) where is the length of time period, n is the amount of periods, t is the time quantum nearby moment , so the observation window means the time quantum nearby moment in the last several periods. Notice that means we exclude the recent time quantum of current period from the observation window, because some features are cumulates and this method could mitigate the problems associated to slow-starting anomalies. 
Similarly, we define the external distance ( ) E D k as the max distance between the current vector and those vectors in 1 ( ) W k , formally:
The anomaly detection is based on the comparison between these two distances. If ( ) ( )
The D-S evidence theory provides a method to compute the orthogonal sum In our data fusion system, } , { A N = Θ , where N=normal, A=abnormal. The combination rule can be described detailedly as:
In order to evaluate our ADSA framework and the CBS approach we performed several experiments. The research question is described in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes the creation of dataset for experiments. In Section 5.3 we describe the scheme of our experiments and Section 5.4 presents the obtained results. Finally, in Section 5.5 we measure the performance overhead of the client.
A. Research Question
Our experiments aim at answering the following questions: 1. Is it possible to distinguish between benign and malicious applications using ADSA? And which classification algorithm is most appropriate?
2. Which number of extracted features and feature selection method yield the most detection results? Which number of dataset size is most proper?
3. Is it possible to detect unknown malicious application on the same device or even other devices using ADSA?
4. How is the CBS approach's performance in contrast to other classification algorithms? Whether the D-S evidence theory could improve the Accuracy TPR and TPR.
In order to compare the various detection algorithms and feature selection schemes, we employed the following 3 standard metrics: Accuracy, which measures the proportion of absolutely correctly classified instances, either positive of negative; True Positive Rate (TPR), which is the proportion of positive instances (i.e., feature vectors of malicious applications) classified correctly; and False Positive Rate (FPR), which is the proportion of negative instances (i.e., feature vectors of benign applications) misclassified.
Detection results are classified into 4 categories: TP is number of positive instances classified correctly; FP is the number of negative instances misclassified; FN is the number of positive instances misclassified; and TN is the number of negative instances classified correctly. So, the definitions of the 3metrics are as follows: 
1) Collection of Normal Dataset
We selected 32 most popular and frequently used benign applications from the Android Market (11 games and 21 tool), and installed them on three Android devices (Moto ME722 *1 and Samsung S5830 *2). All devices had one user each who used all 32 benign applications for about 1 hour, while in the background the ADSA client collected feature vector every 30s. A total of approximately 120 feature vectors were collected per each application and device. All these vectors were labeled as 'normal'.
We collected feature vectors for about two months on each device when it was under daily used. The users followed the similar patterns of life (such as go to lab at about 8:30AM, have launch at about 11:30 etc.). Fig.4 shows the NET_RECV value of device ME722 in three days, it shows that the network traffic are markedly daily seasonal, and this proves our point that the collected features of smartphone are periodical as a result of the periodical pattern of life. 
2) Collection of Abnormal Dataset
There are mainly three classes of attacks targeting mobile devices: Denial-of-Service (DoS), information theft and invisible bill. Since Android is a relatively new platform and at the time we had performed our experiments there were few known instances of Android malware, we developed four proof of concept malicious applications for evaluating.
Float Calculator: A malicious calculator which performs a DoS attack. When user uses this calculator, it starts a background service which automatically performs a large number of floating-point operations to consume the CPU resource. The floating-point operations would paralyse the devices as there is no floating-point unit.
SMS Sender: The second malicious application is an SMS transmitter which sends SMS to the predefined number via Android API even when the device under Standby status with the screen off. If in the real malware, these SMSs and MMSs always take much higher costs, and that would be a huge invisible bill.
HTTP Download: The third malicious application has the same purpose as the SMS Sender, producing invisible bill. It automatically downloads resources from specified address, and in the real malware these are charge download.
HTTP Upload: The last malware is an information theft application. The background service of the application can read the Contacts, the SMS/MMS messages and other private information, and upload them to a predefined server address through Internet. The SMS Sender also can do such information theft.
We subdivide each malicious application into three grades according to the degree of malicious as presented in Table 1 . The same as the collection of benign applications dataset, all malicious applications were installed on three Android devices and been used for about 1 hour with the ADSA client running in the background. 
C. Scheme of Experiments
The scheme of experiments was designed to answer the Research questions in Section 5.1, and it contains four sub-experiments to examine the performance of the ADSA in different situations.
1) Experiment I
The purpose of the first experiment is to evaluate whether ADSA could distinguish between malicious and benign applications and finding out the most proper classification algorithm for ADSA.
The dataset for this experiment included all benign and malicious applications' feature vectors of the same device. The training dataset contained 80% of the instances, and the testing dataset contained the rest 20% instances. We iterated 3 times over each device with different samples.
2) Experiment II
The purpose of the second experiment is to find out the best feature selection method and number of top features, and evaluate the effect of training set size and degree of malware on detection accuracy.
The total training set and testing set were the same as Experiment I, and we ran the experiment for each combination of classification algorithm, feature selection method, number of top features, size of dataset (both training and testing set) and degree of malicious. The feature selection methods include InfoGain, GainRatio, ReliefF and SymmetricalUncert. The number of top feature ranges from 29 to 5, and the size of dataset ranges from 100% to 10%.
3) Experiment III
The purpose of the third experiment is to understand whether it is possible to detect unknown malicious applications.
We divided the data to training set and testing set as follows: (1) the training set contained feature vectors of all benign applications and three malicious applications collected from one of the devices. The testing set contained the feature vectors collected from the same device for the fourth malicious application that not included in the training set. (2) The training set contained feature vectors of all benign applications and malicious applications collected from one of the devices. The testing set contained feature vectors of all malicious applications collected from other device. (3) The same as (1), but the training set and testing set were collected from two different devices.
4) Experiment IV
The purpose of last experiment is to evaluate the detection ability of our CBS approach and find out whether the fusion of results could enhance detection Accuracy.
The testing set contained feature vectors collected for two days on one of the devices while the malicious applications were randomly running at different time phases. The training set of the CBS approach contained feature vectors collected for two months on the same device when it was under daily used. The other classification algorithms' training set contained feature vectors of all benign applications and malicious applications collected on the same device.
D. Experimental Results
First, we want to answer the first and 3rd research question. Table 2 presents the average Accuracy of each classification algorithm in Experiment I, the high accuracy rates prove that the benign and malicious applications are easily distinguished, and J48, SMO, LR, RF, KNN and DT perform better in this experiment. Table 3 depicts the detection accuracy of known/unknown malwares on the same/different device as result of Experiment III. It indicates that it's possible to detect unknown malware on different device, but the accuracy is less than known malware or unknown malware on same device. Table) 1.0 Next, we want to answer the 2th research question and evaluate the effect of training set size and degree of malicious on detection Accuracy. Fig . 6 illustrates the effect of training set size on detection accuracy. The result indicates that 30%-10% size of dataset perform close to full size of dataset. Considering the training time, 20% or 10% would be the best size of training set. Fig. 7 depicts the effect of malicious degree on detection accuracy. It shows that all degrees of malware are easily detected with the accuracy > 0.98, and the impact of degree of malware is negligible although the accuracy of High-degree malware is slightly higher than Low-degree malware.
Finally, we want to answer the 4th research question with the result of Experiment IV. Table 5 gives the comparison of the CBS approach with other classification algorithms on Accuracy, TPR and FPR. We observe that the detection accuracy of CBS ( α =0.84) is higher than other algorithms. If we give priority to TPR, CBS (α =0.788) and BN have the best TPRs, but the FPR of CBS is much lower than BN, so CBS performs better than BN. If we give priority to FPR, CBS ( α =2) RF and KNN all have almost 0 FPR, but the TPR of CBS is much higher, so CBS still performs better in this situation. Table 4 presents the Accuracy, TPR and FPR for each combination of algorithms, and the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) the detection performance is improved in most cases of fusion. (2) The fusion result would be just the same as the better detector when the results of two detectors varied widely. (3) The number of data fusion is not the more the better, in our experiments fusion of two detectors already has the best performance.
The performance penalty must be considered that is why the information fusion always been used in distributed system. In our ADSA framework, each detector is a separate thread and all threads execute in parallel. The results show that the total detection time when using data fusion is about 9% more than single detector (which takes longest detection time in all fused detectors).
Since the resources of smartphone are limited, the monitoring client shouldn't affect user experience. In order to check the impact of the client on the devices, we measured CPU RAM usage, battery exhaustion and network traffic. We use Linux top command to measured CPU and RAM usage. Because ADSA client extracts features every 30s, so the CPU usage would be maximum at the moment of extracting, about 20%-24%, and in this range the users will not feel any abnormal even when they play a large smartphone game. The total average CPU usage in 30s is about 0%-1%, much less than Power AMP's (a music player) CPU usage 10%-11%. ADSA client's RAM usage is about 26Mb±1Mb (which is approximately 5% of the device's RAM), in contrast, Power AMP's RAM usage is about 28Mb, and MSN's RAM usage is about 29Mb.
Battery Exhaustion: We measured the battery exhaustion with and without ADSA client while maintaining the screen on. After several tests, the results show that it needs about 525 minutes from full power to 15% power without ADSA client, about 480 minutes with ADSA client, so the battery degradation is less than 10% when running ADSA client.
Network Traffic: We use TrafficStats to measure the network traffic of ADSA client. If the client sends feature vector once every 30s, the upload traffic is about 9Kb and the download traffic is about 4Kb every 10minutes. We consider that if the client sends data once every 5 minutes, the network traffic would be reduced, but the results show that the upload traffic is still about 9Kb and the download traffic is still about 4Kb every 10 minutes. As the 3G data service is more and more cheap and more smartphones with WIFI, this network traffic is acceptable.
VI. IMPROVEMENT
We can see from Table 4 Table 5 that the CBS approach performs better than other algorithms and the D-S theory could improves the detection results to a certain degree, but the FPR is too high when we give priority to TPR.
How to decrease the FPR? We notice that not a few "abnormal" feature vectors are induced by unusual operations or user behaviors, such as start several large applications at the same time, mass sending SMS due to some specific event, and so on. These behaviors have a common ground that persisting for a much shorter period than real malware behavior, so we could use some mechanisms such as Sliding Window and Leaky Bucket to avoid misclassification of such behaviors and decrease the FPR.
We introduce the Sliding Window mechanism to our ADSA. N is defined as the size of window (here, a window means a continuous set of instances), and M is defined as the threshold number of abnormal instances in the window. An instance is finally defined as anomaly only when the following two conditions are met: (1) it is classified as abnormal. (2) It is contained by an N-size window with more than M instances classified as abnormal. Table 6 depicts the Accuracy, TPR and FPR of CBS ( α =0.778) and fusion of CBS ( α =0.778) and BN, when the Sliding Window mechanism is implemented with different combinations of N and M. The result shows that the Sliding Window mechanism could decrease the FPR and increase the Accuracy in a certain extent with little loss of TPR. In our detection system, N=10 M=8 is the best choice, the bigger or smaller N perform worse, and if M was too close or even equal to N the TPR would have a faster decrease than FPR.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we present a distributed anomaly detection system for Android smartphones, called ADSA. It basically realizes a client-server architecture in which the client continuously extracts feature vectors, and transfers them to servers for detection anomaly. In the server, each detector corresponds to a classify algorithm which could distinguish between normal and abnormal feature vector, and D-S evidence theory is used to fusion various detection results of detectors. By a series of experiments, we find out the best feature selection method and number of top features, and show the effect of training set size and degree of malware on detection accuracy.
We also propose a novel cycle-based statistical approach for anomaly detection by analyzing time-series feature vectors. The vectors are time periodical as the smartphone users follow regular patterns of behavior, so we apply the time periodicity into our approach by adding a parameter of time period. Since the features have very different variability and are measured on different scales, we use Mahalanobis distance as distance matrix. We introduce the Sliding Window mechanism to decrease the FPR. Experiment results show that our approach performs better than other traditional classification algorithms on detecting anomaly behavior which deviate the patterns of smartphones users.
In our future work, we will extract more features from each level and implement our servers on mobile cloud computing servers to approve the detection efficiency. We will also research on novel detection method such as user behavior based anomaly detection algorithm. Furthermore, additional malwares are needed for increasing the quality of our data sets.
